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November 18, 1980 SECY-80-S11

For: cqMM!!§!ONER ACTION
From: Executive Director for Operations
Subject: STORAGE OF LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTESAT POWER REACTOR SITES
Purpose: To secure Commission approval of the staff's plans for

review of applications proposing additional storage
capacity for low-level radioactive wastes at power reactor
sites and for preparing a programmatic environmental impact
statement on long-term, retrievable storage of low-levelwastes at reactor sites.

Discussion: Background -
By memorandum dated June 2, 1980, Commissioner Bradford
requested information about low-level waste management
plans announced by TVA for its Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
(BFNP). The Director, NRR responded in a memorandum to
the Commission dated July 23, 1980 (Attachment "A") inwhich he described TVA's plans, requests for public
hearings, requirements for NRC approval and NRC actionstaken up to that ti/ll!. He also stated that .a paper was
being prepared by NMSS, NRR, and ELD that would outline
the staff's plans for the licensing of additional low-level
waste storage facilities and discuss the implications oflong-term storage of low-level wastes at reactor sites.
Recent Events -
In accordance with its announced plans (see enclosure to
Attachment UA"), TVA submitted a request to NRR datedJuly 31, 1980 for amendment of its three BFNP reactor
facility operating licenses to authorize onsite, 1ife-of-plant storage of low-level radioactive wastes generated
from operation of the Browns Ferry reactors. TVA conducted
an environ/ll!ntalreview of its proposed storage plan and
concluded that there is no significant environmental
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impact. TVA a.1ready has a reactor facility license
amendment providing for a maximum of two years of such
storage. This storage capacity was provided for in
existing facilities. A meeting was held on November 7,
1980 between TVA and the staff to discuss the TVA applica-
tion in the context of the staff plans described in this
paper. As a result of this meeting, TVA may amend its
application to request storage for up to five years. TVA
was informed that an FR notice of receipt of applfcation
and opportunity for public hearing would be published
regarding its proposal.
The TVA application is the first that the Commission has
received for onsite, life-of-the-plant storage of low-level
radioactive waste. IE has canvassed other operating
reactors to determine their plans. Results of the IE
survey, combined with information acquired by NRR, shows
that a few licensees have already provided for some
limited additional storage capacity and several have
projects underway or have specific plans to add capacityranging up to five years accumulation of waste onsite.
Overall, about two-thirds of the operating reactor sites
have reported that they are considering additional storage
capaci~ for wastes generated onsite. While none has
reported plans as extensive as those announced by TVA,
several licensees indicated that the matter of storage isunder study to determi ne the best way to proceed. A
summary of the responses to the IE survey is included as
Attachment "B."
The staff believes that current uncertainties about theavailability of offsite disposal of low-level radioactivewastes will lead utilities to plan for long-term storage
of wastes onsite. The implications of such actions, as
related to questions of eventual disposition and to
the planning of States in this area, need to be examined
to provide a basis for Commission decision regarding
licensing of long-term or life-of-plant storage. Reactor
licensees have previously shipped their low-level wastes
to commercial disposal sites. Onsite storage capaci~ is
usually sized to contend with vicissitudes of waste
transportation and disposal operations.
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Staff licensing Position
The staff now proposes to fnstitute a three-tiered approach
for licensing addit10nal storage of low-level reactor
wastes generated at reactor sftes.
1. Short-Term On-Sfte Contingency Storage Capacity -

This is add1tional storage capability provided through
modffications and additfons that are closely related
to exfsting handlfng and storage provisions for
reactor operations; the added capacity would typicallyextend storage to accommodate one to two years of
accumulated waste and would provide for tempora~
interruptions fn ability to ship waste offsite for
disposal. The safety of such added capacity will be
evaluated by the licensee under the prOVisions of 10
CFR 50.59. If no reactor facili~ license amendmentis needed and the lfcensee finds no unreviewed safety
question. specific NRC approval would not be required.
If an amendment of the reactor facility license is
needed or the licensee finds that an unreviewed safety
question does exist, NRR will review the proposal forpossible licensing by amendment of the reactor facility
operating license. NMSS will assist NRR as appropriate.
In general. this type of storage is that which already
has been undertaken at several reactor sites under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

2. Intermediate Onsite Contingency Storage Facilities -
These are generally separate facilities onsite that
are proposed by a utility to provide several years of .
low-level waste storage capacity. Such facilities
would allow utilities to store waste while the staff
completes the studies necessary to reach a decision
about life-of-plant storage (see item 3 below). Itcould also provide storage capacity while advanced
volume reduction processes are designed and installedat reactor sites or while new disposal capacity is
being developed.
Use of such facilities would involve unreviewed
safety questions and would require prior specific
approval. Application for use must be accompanied
by a showing that the storage provisions will not
foreclose alternatives for disposal of the wastes nor
impact on the safety of reactor operations. The
application would be submitted to NMSS pursuant to
10 CFR 30, accompanied by an evaluation of environmental
impacts.
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It is for the administrative convenience of the
Commission that NMSS will review applications with
separate Part 30 licensing rather than treating themas reactor facility license amendment applications.
If an environmental impact statement is considered
necessary for a specific proposal, the restrictions of
10 CFR 30.32(f) and 10 CFR 30.33(a)(5) will apply. In
all cases, the staff will insure that no significant
impacts are overlooked. AnY license issued will be
for the conventional five-year term for a material
license. It could be renewed if continUed need is
demonstrated, disposal alternatives are not foreclosed
and continued safety is assured.
The staff has concluded that 10 CFR 50.59 procedures
are inappropriate for storage in excess of two years.The two-year period (Tier-I) reasonably falls within
the envelope of NRC review prior to issuance of areactor facility operating license and 10 CFR 50.59procedures are appropriate. Beyond two years, however,
it is a new activity whose health, safety and environ-
mental implications have not yet been completely
reviewed. For example, considerations of waste form,
containers, and surveillance for packaging integrity
need to be made.
NRC licensing jurisdiction will be retained in Agreement
States in accordance with 10 CFR 150.15{a){1) for
storage of low-level waste generated on site. Financial
liability protection will not be required and indemnity
coverage will not be given unless the Commissionshould choose to exercise its discretiona~ authority
to do so. In the view of the staff, for reasons
similar to those expressed in SECY 80-467, indemnity
coverage is not warranted.
If it is determined that the storage provisions could
impact on the safety of reactor operations. NRR will
provide input to NMSS on this issue. Conditioning
of the reactor facility license may be necessary, butthe storage facility would be licensed under Part 30.
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TVA is the first licensee to construct such contingency
storage. License review of their contingency storage
units under the plans described in this paper willproceed according to the following tentative schedule:

Receipt of Amended Application 12/01/80
NRC Site Visit 12/15/80
Request for Additional Information 02/01/81
Receipt of Additional Information 03/15/81
SER and EIA Issued 06/30/81

3. Life-of-Plant Onsite Storage Facilities - Major separate
facilities are exemplified by the TVA Browns Ferry
proposal. Licensing would be handled as described forthe Intermediate Onsite Contingency Storage Facilities,
however, utilities'would be advised by a letter
similar to Attachment "C" that the NRC will examine
through a programmatic environmental impact statement
the waste management implications of long-term storage.
In the interim, licensing action on life-of-plant
storage proposals will be held in abeyance pending
completion of the programmatic statement and develop-
ment of an NRC licensing position.
Although licensing of life-of-plant storage could
proceed during the preparation of the programmaticstatement through application of judicially-developedstandards (e.g., the "f ive factors" as was done for
spent fuel storage and handling) the high potential
for adversely affecting desirable near-term alternatives
being considered by several States for storage and
disposal has led the staff to conclude that it isunlikely that affirmative findings could be made with
regard to these standards before the programmaticstatement is completed.
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Table 1 outlines the key elements of this licensing
position. (Attached)
As noted in Item 2 above, NRC licensing jurfsdfction
will be retained in Agreement States in accordance
with 10 CFR 150.15(a)(I) even though intermediate
onsite contingency storage facilities will normally be
authorized through issuance of Part 30 licenses separate'
from the reactor facility operating licenses. (Because
TVA is a Federal agency, NRC licensing authority is
applicable in any event.) This position is not intended
to preclude Agreement State licensing of other activities
proposed on the site of a nuclear reactor that are unrelated
to reactor operation and that are activities conventfonally
licensed under Agreement State authority. For example,
Public Service Company of Colorado has advised the staff
that it is considering the operation of a small thorium
processing plant on the site of its Fort St. Vrain reactor
site. We have concluded that the source material license
required for this activity should be subject to the review
and licensing of Colorado, an Agreement State. It is
clear, of course, the utility continues to have the
responsibility under its facility operating license to
determine that such activities will not impact on the
safety of reactor operation. These evaluations are
subject to NRC review.
With respect to the licensing of long-term low-level
waste storage on reactor sites as described by Item 3
above, the aspect of Agreement State licensing will beexamined in the programmatic EIS with the potential for
modification of the provisions of 10 CFR 150.15(a)(I).
A number of utilities have indicated that they are
conSidering the installation of waste volume reduction (V-R)
capability, including in some cases the use of incineration.
For example, TVA's overall planning for BFNP includes
such volume reduction with incineration to achieve



INTERIM POSITION FOR LOW LEVEL WASTE STORAGE AT OPERATING REACTOR SITES
Short Term ContingencYH Storage Intennediate CQrltin~ency Storage life-of-Plant Storage'

Purpose

Facility
Oesc ript ion

Source of Waste

Opportunity for
Public Hearings
Licensing
Procedure

Safety Revi ews

NEPA Assessment

Reactor Safety
Revi ew Crited a
Radiological
Hazard Safety

Pri ce-Anderson
Indemni ty

Permits continued reactor
. ope ration where offsite

disposal is temporarily
interrupted.

Generally:
I-Inside protected area.
2-Interconnected to existing

reactor facility.
3-Capacity less than 1-2 years

of waste volume.4-Storage for less than 2 years.

Onsite generation only.

None

Under reactor facility license
byproduct material authorization.

Licensee 50.59 evaluation or
NRR SER.

None. if licensee 50.59 evalua-
tion. If NRR approval necessary
governed by procedures in Part
51 (probably EIA in most cases)
Established criteria.

NRR licensing position for
temporary storage.

Covered.

Permits continued reactor operation
and storage of waste while the staff
completes studies on life-of-plant
storage or if further processing to
enhance waste form is anticipated
Generally:
I-Outside protected area.
2-Not connected to existing reactor

facility.
3-Capacity less than 5 years of
4- Waste stored for less than 5 years.

Onsite generation only.

None required but would be offered.

Separate Part 30 license (5-year term).

NMSS 30.33 evaluation with NRR
conclusion no reactor safety issue.

NMSS EIA per 10 CFR 51.

Complete separation to assure no
reactor safety issue.
NMSS to develop based on NRR
licensing posit ion for temporary
storage.
Not covered unless Commissiondis~retionary authority exercised.

. .Allows complete independence
from external factors.

Generally:
I-Outside Protected area,
2-Not connected to existingreactor facility,
3-Capacity greater than 5
4-Waste stored for life-of-

plant.
Onsite generation unless modi-
fied by programmatic EIS.
None Required but would
be offered.
Separate Part 30 license.
Need to consider Agreement
State issue.
NMSS 30.33 evaluation with
NRR conclusion no reactor
safety issue.
NMSS programmatic environ-
mental impact statement and
NMSS EIA per 10 CFR 51.

Complete separation to
assure no reactor safety issue.
NMSS to develop based on NRR
licensing position fortemporary storage.
Not covered unless Comnnssiondiscretionary authorityexercised.
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capability for life-of-plant storage in the modular storagefacilities described in its recent application. TVA
estimates that such equipment will reduce the volume of
waste for disposal by a factor of ten. Utilities will
be encouraged to examine the costs and benefits of utilizing
processing methods, including incineration, to reduce
the volume of waste for disposal. However, the implementa-
tion of volume reduction processing methods does not
eliminate the concerns about onsite long-term or life-of-
plant storage of waste.
The interoffice licensing responsibilities for V-R facilities
will depend on the V-R interaction with the reactor andpurpose. V-R facilities located on the reactor facility
site but separate from the reactor facility (e.g., generally
outside the protected area) designed for processing onsitegenerated waste for intermediate or long-term storage
would be licensed by NMSS under a separate Part 30 license.
V-R facilities that are interconnected to existing reactorfacilities (e.g., an extension of the existing auxiliary
building inside the protected area) designed for processing
waste from the existing reactor radwaste systems would be
licensed by NRR under the reactor facility license byproduct
material authorization.
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
As indicated previously, the implications of onsite,
long-term storage of wastes need to be examined to provide
a basis for Commission policy on licensing of such storage.
A programmatic environmental impact statement will be
initiated under the direction of the Division of Fuel
Cycle and Material Safety with assistance from the Division
of Waste Management and NRR as appropriate. The staff
estimates that completion of the statement will take two
to three years. The Office of the Executive Legal ~irector
has indicated that, while the preparation of a programmaticstatement is probably not legally mandated under the
circumstances described here, its preparation is advisable
(See Attachment "0"). It should also be re-emhas tzed
that, although TVA is the only licensee that has proposed
life-of-plant storage, the staff believes that others may
propose it in the future. The scope of the statement will
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be limited to long-term, retrievable storage of low-level
radioactive wastes at reactor sites including volumereduction practices, and the pros and cons of such actions
as related to policies, decisions, and implementation
plans for final disposition of such wastes.
The programmatic statement is considered to be appropriate
because the uncertainty of low-level waste disposal
capabi lity is creating what mi ght be considered a new step
in the fuel cycle, i.e., life-of-plant storage, and its
impacts have not yet been assessed. While the health
and safety aspects may not be incrementally significant,
long-term storage of low-level wastes at reactor sites
must be considered in relation to development and implementa-
tion of disposal plans on a regional or state-by-state
basis. The States can also be expected to be concerned
with long-term storage of low-level wastes and NRC should
not take deliberate action that would interfere with the
establishment by States of additional permanent disposal
capacity. The National Governors' Association, the State
Planning Council and the National Council of State
Legislators have taken positions that the States should
accept primary responsibility for the safe disposal of
low-level radioactive waste.
Resource Requirements
licensing - The Offices of NRR, NMSS, and IE will be
affected by the changes in licensing applicabilityand office responsibility. Based on the projected
licensee submittals for which NRR will have the lead
responsibility as well as technical assistance to NMSS
and IE, one to two staff-years of NRR resources will
be required annually. On those submittals for whichNMSS will have the lead responsibility plus assistance
to NRR, about two staff-years and $75K of NMSS resources
will be required annually. IE resources will be one totwo staff-years annually. Most of the Offices I resources
for licensing onsite storage can be absorbed by internal
reprogramming of existing resources.
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Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement - NMSS
resources for preparation of the programmatic statementare one staff-year annually for two years and an estimated
total of $450,000 for contractor technical assistance,
beg;nning in FY 81. NRR resources to support the progranmaticstatement preparation should not exceed 0.25 staff-years.
The staff resources will be provided by internal reprogramming.
The need for program support funds for the programmatic
EIS was not anticipated in budget requests. Accordingly,
we plan to work with the Office of the Controller to
detenni ne the avai1ability of funds for reprogrammi ng.

Recommendation: 1. Approve the staff's plan for review of applications
proposing additional storage capacity for low-level
radioactive wastes at power reactor sites as described
in this paper including the conclusion that discretionaryextension of Price-Anderson indemnification is not
warranted.

2. Approve the staff's plan to prepare a progranmatic
environmental impact statement on long-term, retrievable
storage of low-level wastes at reactor sites.

3. Approve the transmitting of a letter similar to that
in Attachment "C" informing licensees of the Conmission's
plans.

4. Approve the transmittal of the staff's plan for
addressing short term storag~ capacity, intermediate
storage capacity, and preparation of a programmatic
environmental impact statement on long term retrievablestorage at reactor sites to the States (both Agreement
and non-Agreement) at the time of Commission action onthis paper.

, J
t~S~~};r~

Executive Director
for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Harold Denton Memorandum datedJuly'23,1980 (Attachment "A")
2. Summary of IE Survey (Attachment "8")
3. Proposed Letter to Utilities (Attachment "C")
4. Memorandum on LLW Storage at Power Reactor

Sites dtd Oct. 27, 1980 (Attachment "0")
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Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the Office of the Secretaryby c.o.b. Thursday. December 4. 1980. .

Commission Staff Office comments. if any. should be submitted to the Commissioners
NLT November 26, 1980, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary.
If the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review
and comment. the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments
may be expected.
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